SHIELD

GRYPHON ASSURES PRIVACY
Gryphon Shield protects your data, devices and
communications outside your trusted network
THE PROBLEM

WiFi
Unsecured WiFi networks cannot be trusted. Unfortunately, their use is necessary for almost
everyone. Hotels, conference centers, airports or any other free WiFi services cannot be trusted,
but have to be used. With the growing popularity and ease of hacking consumer routers, your
employees’ home networks can’t be trusted, leaving corporate data and networks extremely
vulnerable while working from home. Malware, hijacking of laptop computing power, Wireless
Access Point cloning, and other Man-in-the-Middle attacks have created the need to protect your
devices and data while outside of your secured and trusted network.
VPN
VPN does not protect you from all the potential threats. Using a VPN is like trying to put on a
bullet-proof vest while being shot at, and the vest only partially covers what you need to
protect. VPN secures data in transit; it does not protect the device itself, or mitigate against all
the potential threats that result from connecting to an untrusted network or free WiFi.
THE SOLUTION

Gryphon Shield Provides The Necessary Protection
The Gryphon Shield moves the security where it needs to be: on a separate device. The
Gryphon Shield does just what it says - it shields the corporate data and devices from attacks
originating from the untrusted network connection in use. It extends your organization’s network
in the most secure and easiest way possible.
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Hardware solution separates security from devices
Significantly better protection than standard VPN
End to end solution managed by your corporation
Establishes secure connection to organization’s network
Complete masking of devices
Multiple user-device protection
Portable and mobile
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